
OFF TO THE LUNA is made up of three personalities who are influenced by Berlin, Paris 
and London. It is the birth of a particular constellation between the languages of 
improvised, classical, baroque, jazz, pop and electronic music. Born in the summer of 
2020, it was born in a singular era of separation, introspection and where organic and 
virtual realities fight for the same course, each asserting its own relationship to time. It is 
in this particular context that OttL, because of its geographical and artistic situation, had 
first a long period of gestation dedicated to the creation and to the instrumental research,
opening the way to a common language between ancient instrument and electronic, 
having required on several occasions the crossing of the European borders so that it could 
be carried out in Nantes. Supported by Trempolino (1st concert in June 2021) and the 
Barakason (available in November 2021) this period will finally lead to the recording of its 
first EP in May 2022.

MATIS REGNAULT is a French jazz bassist, composer and arranger based in Paris. Self-
taught at the beginning, he integrated a professional training - Institut Musical de 
Formation Professionnelle - where he passed the Mima certificate. After a 3 year musical 
stay in Brussels, he graduated from the didier lockwood music center (paris) and was 
selected for the IASJ program (International Association of School of Jazz) directed by 
Dave Liebman. Matis has played with talented musicians like Perico Sambeat, André 
Charlier, Raphaël Imbert, Tom Ibarra etc... He brings his music to a wide range of 
formations, from trio to full orchestra, and is gradually emerging in the European jazz 
scene.

SANTIAGO GERVASONI is a composer and keyboardist (piano, harpsichord, synthesizer), 
both as a performer and as an improviser. After graduating in classical piano at the Hanns 
Eisler in Berlin, he is now enriching his vocabulary as a master student of baroque 
harpsichord at the Udk Berlin. He develops his projects in the fields of baroque music 
(company La Tempête, Eeemerging Academy, Konzerthaus Berlin), classical and 
experimental music (solo) and electronic jazz (Off to the Luna). He is co-founder of the 
collective What a Day.

SIMON BRUNEL is a French multi-instrumentalist and composer. After having been a 
classical percussionist and jazz drummer at the conservatory of Nantes, Simon Brunel 
focused on composition and sound design. He explores and builds his language through 
disciplines such as field recording, piano, singing and electronic production. He holds a BA 
in Popular Music from Goldsmiths University of London.


